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Positive Energy 
a festival of colors that inspired the imagination and invigorates the senses

 

Miscellaneous and colorful news from my studio | Flensburg, February 2024

Hello dear Max Mustermann,

Positive energy is very important to me; I really like to feel and
enjoy it. For me it is an important prerequisite when painting and I
am very happy when my pictures succeed in passing on the positive
energy to their viewers. This applies to all of my paintings - and
especially to the variations of an abstract painting motif that is
literally called "Positive Energy" and has accompanied me for at
least ten years. This fourth news letter is about this series of
paintings.

 

Positive Energy XXL 16

For this picture I mixed red, orange, magenta, pink, blue, green,

lavender, violet, beige, brown, yellow and white shades on my

palette. The center of the painting is a detailed, multi-colored

stream of colors that includes swirling yellow and white tones. The

central, bright element appears to rise against a predominantly

orange background.

Size: 78.8 " width x 39.4" height x 1.5" depth

200 cm  x 100 cm x 4 cm

2 qm² canvas for abstract joy of colors

Material: High-pigment acrylic paints on canvas

created and signed in 2023

Price 3590,-USD

https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/mailing/205/7332151/0/e94d865bf8/index.html
https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/7332151/0/0/0/45033/859a41da1b.html
https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/7332151/0/0/0/45035/8e790d665e.html
https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/7332151/0/0/0/45035/8e790d665e.html


Triptych: Positive Energy XXXL 1
 
The color tones seem to dance, giving the composition a sense of
momentum, joy and liveliness. In the large variety of details there
are always new aspects for the viewer's eye. Anyone who gets
involved in this monumental work can discover and enjoy so much
positive energy... This three-part painting arouses interest and has
an invigorating effect. It enriches the room and creates an
atmosphere that is as personal as it is beautiful.

Size: together 177.2" w x 94.5 " h x 1.5" d  /  in 3 parts, each 94.5
"h x 59.1 "w x 1.5" d
total: 450cm width x 240cm height in 3 parts each 240 x 150 cm
With a huge 10.8 square meter image size, it provides ample space
for positive energy
Material: High-pigment acrylic paints on canvas
painted and signed 2019

Price 20.900,- USD

https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/7332151/0/0/0/45037/e81ee63f10.html
https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/7332151/0/0/0/45037/e81ee63f10.html


The big variety of "Positive Energy"

For this motif I usually use a lot of color tones, with the yellow
tones being the ones that have the most impact on the image. The
composition of the picture is characterized by a central, seemingly
rising bright element that is surrounded by a colorful stream of
colors. The color stream is rich in contrast and detail; the brush
strokes and spatula movements are short. The background is
structured with softer color transitions and longer brush strokes, it
often picks up a few tones from the center, but is more pastel in
nature. The motif combines balance and harmony as well as
liveliness and diversity, so it reflects one of my guiding principles: “I
want to paint symphonies of color...always lively, always full of energy
and always positive. »

No principle without exceptions: for Positive Nature Energy XXL 1 I
only selected a few shades, some variations have a spherical, bright
center, others have more resolved shapes. As the name shows, I
chose intense red instead of yellow as the main color for the two
Positive Red Energy pictures. The paintings are often almost
symmetrical in terms of color and shape, with Positive Energy XXL 1,
4 and 6 being symmetrical either only in shape or in color or not at
all. The backgrounds are predominantly light, sometimes almost
white, while the black background gave Positive Energy Black its
name

https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/7332151/0/0/0/45039/09ca21b32a.html


There are now "Positive Energy" paintings in all formats, from small
S-pictures (100 x 70 cm) to XL paintings (155 x 105 cm, of which
there are most of the pictures) to XXXL pictures (240 x 150 cm );
"Positive Energy" also exists in a narrative panoramic format, in an
exciting portrait format and even as a huge triptych measuring 450
x 240 cm (a three-part painting, each measuring 240 x 150 cm).

So actually I have painted really many variations of "Positive
Energy" and I really enjoy painting them. Apparently the motif is
also very popular with many fans and lovers; over 30 “Positive
Energy” paintings have already found their walls and are spread
across several continents worldwide.

to the overview of the variations of Positiveto the overview of the variations of Positive

EnergyEnergy

https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/7332151/0/0/0/45039/09ca21b32a.html
https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/7332151/0/0/0/45039/09ca21b32a.html


A "Positive Energy" - painting for a good cause: countdown until 11th of March 2024

"With the proceeds from online auctions and donations, 100 percent of which are passed on, United Charity supports children's aid projects throughout
Germany, but also internationally."

I would like to make a contribution with an abstract picture "Positive Energy", which is being auctioned until 11th of March to give victims of
violence, poverty, disasters, incurable illness and war at least a little break in the form of a free vacation. Many celebrities such as Barack
Obama, Angela Merkel, Günther Jauch, Kevin Costner, Karl Lagerfeld and Dirk Nowitzki are or were also active in helping. There are a wide
range of opportunities to help through the ongoing auction.

I'll take a look at United Charity...I'll take a look at United Charity...

Stay positive
and until - at the latest - the next newsletter,

greetings from the studio
 

Artist Peter Nottrott
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